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A central dilemma

27 Ways to Improve Classroom Instruction Gary Phillips and Maurice Gibbons, Hawker Brownlow Education,
Melbourne, 1996

‘There is a central dilemma for all those who teach the young.There is a compelling
case for control on the one hand. The young child is not capable of deciding for himself
what he should learn: he is quite simply too ignorant. And he needs help to sustain him
through the actual process of learning. On the other hand we should never forget the
negative effects of exercising control, either by a system of rewards or punishments.
WE do not like being controlled, we like controlling ourselves.’

Assertive Discipline Lee Canter and Marlene Canter, Lee Canter Associates, London, 1992
Assessing Students: How Shall We Know Them? Derek Rowntree, Kogan Page, 1977
Behaviour Management: A Whole School Approach Bill Rogers, Paul Chapman, 1995

Margaret Donaldson, Children’s Minds

Beyond Discipline: From Compliance to Community Alfie Kohn, ASCD, Alexandria, 1996
The Brighter Side of Human Nature: Altruism and Empathy in Everyday Life Alfie Kohn, Basic Books,
1990
The Craft of the Classroom: A Survival Guide Michael Marland, Heinemann, London, 1975
Children’s Minds Margaret Donaldson, Fontana, 1978
Class Discussions: A Powerful Classroom Strategy Margaret Dempster and Dauld Raff, Hawker Brownlow
Education, Melbourne, 1992

The dilemma that Margaret Donaldson refers to, between control and freedom, will concern
us in this paper as we look at the tension between discipline and motivation.
What follows may seem to be simply an academic discussion but the dilemma is one that
exercises teachers every day as the extracts below taken from Hearts and Minds, a television
drama series written by Jimmy McGovern and broadcast on the BBC in 1996 and repeated in
1997:

Controlling Your Class: A Teacher’s Guide to Managing Classroom Behaviour Bill McPhillimy, John Wiley
and Sons, Chichester, 1996

Extract one:

Effective Discipline in Secondary Schools and Classrooms Pamela Munn, Margaret Johnstone and Valerie
Chalmers, Paul Chapman Publishing Ltd, 1992

Drew, the main character, played by Christopher Eccleston, is a beginner teacher. A
conversation takes place after his class, which has been running riot, is brought to order by
a more experienced colleague:

Hearts and Minds Jimmy McGovern, BBC Drama, 1996
Inside the Black Box Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam, Kings College, London, 1998

‘How do you do that?’
‘Sorry?’

The Inner Game of Tennis Timothy Gallwey, Pan Books, London, 1974

‘You can shut them up just like that!’

Is Praise Always a Good Thing? Ian Smith, Scottish CCC, Dundee, 1998

‘I don’t know Drew, but I can tell you how to get through your teaching practice. Don’t smile, don’t
crack a joke, sit on every class you get, and jump on the first b**** that steps out of line.’

Lao-tzu’s Taoteaching Translated by Red Pine Publishing, 1996
The Learning Brain Eric Jensen,Turning Point, 1994
Making the Choice Theory Work in a Quality Classroom Sally Berman, Hawker Brownlow Education,
Melbourne, 1998
Managing Classroom Behaviour, Chris Watkins, University of London, 2000

Extract two:
Drew, depressed, talking to his wife in bed that night:
‘Get them interested and you don’t need discipline!’

Motivation and Personality Abraham Maslow, Harper, New York, 1954
Positive Classroom Management Terri Breeden and Emalie Egan, Hawker Brownlow Education, Melbourne,
1998
Positive Teaching in the Secondary School Kevin Weldall and Frank Merrett, Paul Chapman Publishing Ltd,
1989
Promoting Positive Behaviour Alan McLean, Strathclyde Regional Council, 1992
Promoting Positive Discipline Scottish Office, Moray House Publications, 1999
Punished by Rewards:The Trouble with Gold Stars, Incentive Plans, A’s, Praise and other Bribes
Alfie Kohn, Houghton Mifflin, New York, 1993
Schools Without Failure William Glassner, Harper Row, New York, 1969
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Discipline and motivation

Reconciling opposites

Despite the title this paper does not argue that schools don’t need discipline. It is not mainly
a paper about discipline either, although it will refer in some detail to the current help and
advice being offered to teachers on that subject.

As everyone knows, running an effective school or being a good teacher, or a good parent for
that matter, is not about ditching discipline and letting children do what they like just as it’s
not about being a control freak.

The main purpose is to help teachers to discuss the relationship between discipline and
motivation and reflect on a fundamental question:

Alfie Kohn is certainly not suggesting that the teacher can step aside and assume that children
will automatically grow into responsible adults. Going beyond discipline to him does not
mean doing away with structure or order, with high standards of behaviour and high
expectations.

How can schools create order and discipline while at the same time helping young
people to develop self-motivation?
It’s not a new question but an increasingly important one. The previous paper in this
series equated self-motivation with strong motivation and argued that the qualities and
characteristics associated with people who are self-motivated are increasingly in demand in
the modern world.
Behind the question also lies a belief that, in the past, schools and teachers like Drew’s
colleague have too often achieved discipline and control in ways that have made it
difficult for young people to develop the qualities and characteristics needed to motivate
themselves and indeed have often undermined them.
Most parents and teachers agree that one of the main things we want for young people is for
them to develop self-restraint and self-control and to be self-reliant and take responsibility for
their own lives. The question is how do you help them to do this?
There is a basic tension between those who emphasise the need for adults to set limits and
to teach young people how to choose responsible behaviour and those who emphasise the
need for young people themselves to have freedom to make choices and to exercise
responsibility if they are ever going to develop the ability to do so for themselves.
Behind these views are very different, even competing, beliefs and values. Discipline is a hot
topic not only because it is an educational issue, but also because it is a moral, a philosophical
and even a political issue.
Many people see obedience and respect for externally imposed authority as moral values, as
ends in themselves – indeed as measures of a strong and healthy society. In their view we
have no innate sense of right and wrong and this needs to be taught.

Good schools, good teachers and good parents are able to move beyond discipline not by
ditching it but by reconciling the opposites of freedom and control, and by doing this they help
young people to learn and grow. But as Maslow has so eloquently pointed out, this is not easy.
How well you do it depends on the day-to-day, minute-by-minute judgements you make when
relating to other people. And this in turn depends on your own values, on how healthy and
strong you are in yourself.
‘Helping is actually a very very difficult thing for teachers to do, especially when they
have been indoctrinated into mastering, manipulating and controlling. Helping
frequently involves keeping your hands off, staying out of the way. Helping is in fact
an art and the best helpers of other people are those who are the most evolved,
healthiest, strongest and most developed people themselves.’
Abraham Maslow

Let’s leave the last word not to an educationist or a psychologist but to an economist who I
think has put it better than anyone:
‘Through all our lives we are faced with the task of reconciling opposites, which, in
logical thought, cannot be reconciled. How can one reconcile the demands of freedom
and discipline in education? Countless mothers and teachers, in fact, do it, but no one
can write down a solution. They do it by bringing into the situation a force that belongs
to a higher level where the opposites are transcended – the power of love. Divergent
problems, as it were, force us to strain ourselves to a level above ourselves; they
demand and thus provoke the supply of forces from a higher level, thus bringing love,
beauty, goodness and truth into our lives. It is only with the help of these higher forces
that the opposites can be reconciled in the living situation.’
Fritz Schumacher, Small is Beautiful
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